Foreman - Refactor #31718

Remove use of {locations,organizations}_enabled in menu structure

01/25/2021 02:37 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
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Triaged: No
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Description
Since Foreman 1.21 locations and organizations are always enabled and this setting should no longer be used.

7389ec4006dbb2b21695fd5b774148cc61f02377 (#27440) already removed these conditionals, but they were reintroduced in
6020f357300b196ee97abcaae4a0d9f4945d0039 (#21987).

Related issues:
Related to Foreman - Refactor #27440: remove taxonomy setting checks from views Closed
Related to Foreman - Feature #21987: New UI for Auth sources Closed

Associated revisions
Revision b440501b - 01/25/2021 02:44 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
Fixes #31718 - Remove use of {locations,organizations}_enabled

Since Foreman 1.21 locations and organizations are always enabled and this setting should no longer be used.

7389ec4006dbb2b21695fd5b774148cc61f02377 already removed these exact conditionals, but they were reintroduced in
6020f357300b196ee97abcaae4a0d9f4945d0039.

History
#1 - 01/25/2021 02:38 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Related to Refactor #27440: remove taxonomy setting checks from views added

#2 - 01/25/2021 02:38 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Related to Feature #21987: New UI for Auth sources added

#3 - 01/25/2021 02:39 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8274 added

#4 - 01/25/2021 02:44 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.4.0 added

05/10/2021
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foremanlib440501b6a9aca5b5e6c4bbab262977a7b9428a.